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What is Coldbrew?
The BNB cold brew is a decentralized application built on the
Binance Smart Chain. The game's object is to brew more,
sooner and more often than other brews.
This, in turn, earns you more BNB faster. These brewing work for
you tirelessly, giving you a daily average of 8% of your brewing
value. The daily percentage return depends on brewing
actions taken within the platform that impact the brewing
efficiency rate. The brewing efficiency rate rises and falls as
users brew, re-brew your earnings and sell your brewed coffee
for BNB.
Once brewing is performed, they cannot be sold, and the
investment made to re-brew coffee (either through brew or
re-brew) cannot be taken back. However, once brewed,
brewing will not stop producing yield.

How does this platform work?
This platform works similarly to a financial market, where an
asset has intrinsic value that is relative to the supply or
demand of a said asset.
Brewing is purchased with a pre-determined currency at a
price comparable to Brewer’s current brewing efficiency rate.
After the brewing is performed, they work for you
immediately to give you the best yield on your investment
for as long as possible. Like any other asset bought and sold
on an open market, the brewing price will fluctuate over time,
as will the brewing efficiency rate, as you re-work brewing,
compound earnings, and sell profits.
To put it, the more demand for the brewing, the more they
will increase in value and the more yield they will produce.
Inversely, when the demand decreases, so will the value of
the brewing and their daily return on investment.

What is the best strategy?
The best strategy the team can recommend is to rebrew/compound for six days and drink once a week. This will
increase the user's investment while increasing the daily
yield earnings. This strategy has already been tried and
tested by several projects and is proven effective both for
the short and long term.
We recommend the tried and tested method as in it is
written in the contract. Re-bake 6 days and eat 1 day a week.
It will compound your investment and recieve your initial
back in 6-8 weeks.

What prevents the devs from rugging?
The contract is immutable. Therefore, cannot be changed
or altered in any way shape or form. It is audited and
verified. You can view this on bscscan.com and the audit
it is found on the website.

What happens if I always drink?
If you always drink your daily percentage will drop
dramatically and will not receive the highest daily returns.
This is the anti-whale mechanism that helps so the TVL is
not drained.

Is re-brewing more often better,
2 or 3 times a day?
Re-brewing is the same as compounding. so essentially
yes. You will need to pay standard BSC gas fees for every
re-brew.

What are the fees?
There is 3% dev fee taken upon ALL deposits and withdraw
from brewed coffee. Standard BSC network gas fees are
required for EVERY transaction made deposits, withdraws
and re-brew!

Is this sustainable?
Yes, as long as there is TVL in the contract then there will
always be rewards. The hungry people who eat to much
get punished and get lower and lower rewards. It will last
a long time the higher the TVL is.

Terminology
dApp
Digital applications that run on a blockchain network of
computers instead of relying on a single computer. Because
dApps are decentralized, they are free from the control and
interference of a single authority.
Contract
Cryptocurrencies definition is; smart contracts that execute
functions on the blockchain.
Coffee
The term for brewed coffee, acquired by depositing BNB into
the DeFi protocol. Coffee is what earn you your accumulated
rewards
TVL
Total value locked (TVL) is the overall value of crypto assets
deposited in a decentralized finance (DeFi) protocol – or in
DeFi protocols generally
Audit
An audit is a process where developers inspect the
underlying code and/or algorithm that compose systems
and applications.

Terminology
Immutable
Immutability is the core defining feature of blockchain.
The word 'immutable' means that data cannot be
changed or modified by anyone after its creation.
Re-brew
Re-brewing is the ability of your initial investment to
generate earnings, which are reinvested with the goal
of generating more BNB rewards

DISCLAIMER
Funds that are used to initially brew (including re-brew)
cannot be withdrawn, However, brewed beans will indefinitely
work and brew coffee for you. Please use The application at
your own risk

